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Éditorial
We have been publishing books since
2010 with an ever growing pleasure,
inspired but one goal : disseminating
information that can help you live in
better health. At a time when health
care is increasingly a large scale affair we prefer a more personalized
approach driven by common sense
that acknowledges the values of
natural remedies ; we hope our optimism is contagious and that you will
feel it too.
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Our catalogue now lists seven collections and over 60 publications :
a mosaic of both entertaining and
controversial practical guides to help
relieve everyday aches and pains,
prevent illnesses, as well as understand better our body and nature in
order to work on keeping them both
healthy.

Santé

The collection named Vérités
(Truths) : regroups books written
by specialists who wish to increase
awareness on little known yet useful
facts that are essential to improving
our health.
Livres qui guérissent (Books That
Heal) : an alternative to medication with comprehensive illustrated
books and major reference works for
natural healthcare.
Trucs de santé (Health Tips), written
by Sophie Lacoste who has been gathering “health tips” for many years,
each title deals with a specific ailment therefore readers can pick and
choose the tips that interest them.
Cahiers (Notebooks) : beautiful, four-colour printed, soft toned
volumes illustrated with original
drawings to help you understand
and learn through practice : entertaining, educational and useful.

The collection titled Grands précurseurs (Great Pioneers) : some
works travel through time without
aging a day, their authors were visionaries (often heavily criticized in their
time !). Such are the publications authored by Dr Valnet and Dr Martin du
Theil that Sophie Lacoste, thanks to
this collection, has put at your disposal to benefit your health !
Autres regards sur le cancer (Points
of view on cancer) : this collection
aims at gathering a broad array of
texts – testimonies, expert exposés,
and practical advice – that offer different points of view on the disease
and its treatments. Talking about
cancer can’t be taboo, sharing experiences is how patients can take the
lead in their healing process, such is
our goal.

T R U T H S

C O L L E C T I O N

THE KEYS TO A HEALTHY DIET
Food intolerance and chronic inflammation

9782849390665
14,90 €
9 782849 390665
16 x 24 cm
Paperback book
224 pages + 30 pages of pratical
appendices
Collection : Truths (Vérités)
Published on April 2012
Available in paperback since March
2014 (published by Pocket)
Sold at 53 000 copies
Rights sold for Taïwan and Portugal

What is it, do you think, that such diseases as cancer,
Alzheimer’s, diabetes, fibromyalgia, degenerative
osteoarthritis and osteoporosis have in common ?
Here is the answer : beside the fact that all of them
have grown more and more frequent in recent
years, they all happen to have at their origin a
chronic inflammation of our cells, kept alive by a
diet rich in “toxic” foods.
This is the subject developed in his book by
Dr Michel Lallement, who has worked as a surgeon
for 20 years at the Cancer Treatment Center in Nice
(South of France) and considers himself a disciple

of famous neuroscientist Dr David Servan-Schreiber,
author of the groundbreaking book Anticancer. In Les
Clés de l’alimentation santé : Intolérances alimentaires
et infllammation chronique (The Keys To a healthy
diet : Food Intolerance and Chronic Inflammation),
Dr Lallement details in a practical manner how illadapted eating habits can lead to unsuspected
intoxication, chronic inflammation and eventually
disease, and how you can prevent it all by choosing
what you eat according to your individual reactions
and your “terrain”.
Thus, you will finally get to understand how and why
it can happen that our cells start aging prematurely,
become sick, or go crazy… And when you close
the book, everything will seem clearer, and you will
know how to prevent things from going awry, just
by changing the way you eat !

Dr Michel Lallement is a surgeon of Centres fighting cancer since 1991. For several years, he proposed to
his patients to compile complete nutritional assessments. He details here the edifying results. He’s also the
author of 3 Keys to Good Health, in the same collection.

Santé

Among the proliferation of diet books, here is one
that stands out – one that will help you sort through
all the fashionable dietary advice and will teach
you, without any radicalism, how to eat well to live
well, get back to your own “healthier weight”… and
prevent a great number of diseases.
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3 KEYS TO GOOD HEALTH
Food - Environment - Mental and emotions
After his best-seller Les Clés de l’alimentation santé (The Keys to a Healthy Diet), published in 2012,
Dr Michel Lallement offers us here a more complete version in which he examines the factors
that impact our health the most :
• The mental attitude and emotions that can preserve and improve health.
• The environment and its impact on our health, a proven fact.
• Our food in-take, a look at our diet choices and their consequences.
By investigating each of these important issues, Dr Lallement hands us the keys to understanding
how all these factors impact the quality of our health and, more importantly, explains our role in
ensuring they are as positive as possible.
The idea is to review our lifestyles so as to improve our practices.
Whether you are perfectly healthy or wish to become so, this book is for you.
9782849390931
17,90 €
16 x 24 cm
9 782849
Paperback book
224 pages
Collection : Truths (Vérités)
Published in june 2014

390931

Available in paperback since
March 2017 (published by Pocket)
Mosaïque
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Santé

Dr Michel Lallement, a surgical oncologist, became aware of the surge in increasingly aggressive
cancers affecting a growing number of younger patients. With 3 Keys to Good Health, he has
completed the work he began with The Keys to a Healthy Diet including new information and
additional tools that will improve your chances of good health and preserving it.

HEALTHY DIET PRACTICES
ADVICE, TIPS, RECIPES AND MENUS

Amidst the abundance of diets on offer, this reference
book helps us weed through all these dietary solutions
and teaches us, without radicalism, how to eat well to
live well… while keeping at bay many illnesses.
9782849390788
10 €
9 782849 390788
16 × 24 cm
Paperback
128 pages color
Collection : Truths (Vérités)
Published in september 2013
Available in paperback since
March 2016 (published by
Pocket)

“One must eat to lose weight !!!”
“Virginie’s statement simply changed my life… I had
spent years starving myself or following stupid, even
dangerous, diets and thanks to her sensible and easy
to remember explications I finally managed to change
my dietary habits ! […] Of course what we eat affects
our health… Fatigue, anxieties, aches and pains all
disappeared with this new approach to food… Truly user
friendly !”, Vanessa Demouy, actress and model.

This guide was born from the curiosity and motivation
of the readers of Dr Lallement’s book. Women and
men are increasingly aware that it is high time they
took control and changed their dietary habits so seek
support in their resolution. A few slight modifications
can substantially improve your general health. One
simply needs the right information !
This is not just another book of recipes it is a personal
coach travelling in your pocket (simply pull it out when
you are shopping, at the restaurant or on holidays etc.)
Thanks to its pleasant colour coded chapters it will
only take an instant for you to pick out your health tip !
Acidity, intestinal permeability, overweight, fatigue,
Virginie Parée gives you the keys to implementing
Dr Lallement’s recommendations : weight loss, acid/
alkaline balance, gluten free, lactose free menus... and
a myriad of easy to use tips to regain health and burst
with energy.

Virginie Parée is passionate about nutrition ; she collaborates with Dr Lallement by giving individual support to persons who are confronted with
difficulties linked with dietary issues (intolerance, weight, acidity…). She has compiled for this guide all the essential elements to successfully rise
to the challenge of a healthier, better balanced diet adapted to each and everyone’s needs. She has also authored for Éditions Mosaïque-Santé :
L’alimentation santé : les recettes ! (Health food : the recipes ! 2014) ; Mais pourquoi personne ne nous le dit ? L’alimentation santé des ados (But why haven’t
we been told ? Healthy diets for teenagers, 2015) ; and Bien manger sans cuisiner (Eat well without cooking 2016).

Santé

This publication is the first of a series titled
L’alimentation-santé (Diet & Health) that offers
practical advice on how to follow Dr Lallement’s
nutritional instructions explained in his best-seller :
The Keys to a Healthy Diet.
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AUTISM, A CLOSER LOOK - CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS
Multiple causes therefore multiple solutions for happier children
After having considered autism to be a purely “psychiatric” dysfunction, specialists now agree that there are
also physiological causes to this pathology. It has no single cause but several and therefore as many possible
responses. Of course there are genetic fragilities, as confirms this new edition, thanks to the contributions of
Dr Bernard Weber, specialist in the domain. However epigenetics, in other words the impact of the environment
on gene expression, is equally significant.
This publication is truly a message of hope for parents of autistic children. Why ?
Because it is a comprehensive both scientific and pragmatic compilation of causes and known aggravating
factors, also because it provides advice and several possible responses that are the results of enlightening
interviews with parents of autistic children, and autists themselves who explain how they have managed to
overcome their difficulties and now lead a happy life.

Preface : Professor Luc
Montagnier
Nobel Prize for Medicine

Antibiotic treatment, heavy metal detoxification, supplementation, gluten and casein free diets, behavioural
therapy etc. The causes and types of autism are numerous requiring an array of approaches to be truly effective.
The earlier these are implemented the more chances for a child to have a “normal” life.
The most recent statistics are terrifying : nowadays one out of thirty-eight children could be affected with

Updated reedition reviewed autism or neurodevelopmental disorders. It has become urgent, in France, to follow the example of many other
countries, to take environmental factors into account, and to update our therapeutic methods.
and completed.
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9782849391310
22 €
16 x 24 cm
Paperback
352 pages
Collection : Truths (Vérités)
Published in may 2017

Santé

Dr Corinne Skoruka specializes in the treatment of
Autism and neurodevelopmental disorders and has been
working in the field for several years. She created Ariane
a non-profit organization focussed on a biomedical
approach to autism. First in France to investigate medical
advancement in the treatment of autism, she became
interested in new methods and to that effect has been
working over the past years in close collaboration with
Nobel Prize for Medicine, Professor Luc Montagnier.

PhD in neuroscience, Dr Lorène Amet spent over
10 years of her professional life on research for autism.
Scientific Director for the British organisation Autism
Treatment Trust for 8 years, she went on to found
her own organisation : Autism Treatment Plus which
provides families with access to emergency services
for diagnosis and biomedical treatment as well as
educational materials. She also advises the Scottish
government on policies for the treatment of autism.

B O O K S

T H AT

H E A L

HOME AND ABROAD : PRESSURE POINTS THAT HEAL
YOUR KITCHEN IS ACTUALLY A FAMILY MEDICINE CABINET
Listed by alphabetical order, most of
these symptoms and diseases can
be resolved with acupressure as well
as foot, hand and facial reflexology
massage.

For chronic problems such as
bad
circulation,
rheumatisms,
weak immune systems, sterility,
depression…, she recommends
putting her advice into practice daily.

In this book, Murielle Toussaint
shows the exact points to work
with pressure or massage for each
disorder. The color photography
illustrations make the book an easy
and efficient hands-on tool.

For acute discomforts such as
migraine
headaches,
hiccups,
heat stroke… the effect is almost
immediate.

9782849390306
20 €
16 × 24 cm
400 pages color
Collection : Books That Heal
(Livres qui guérissent)
Published in february 2011
Available in paperback
since May 2016 (published
by Leduc.s Éditions)

Murielle Toussaint is a journalist specialized
in health and naturopathy. She is the author
of several works on gluten and lactose free
diets, of a book on phytotherapy and a guide :
Les Épices qui guérissent (spices that heal)
published in that same collection.
She has signed several columns in the
Rebelle-Santé magazine over the years one of
which is focused on spices.
Photographs by Clément Pascal.

Santé

9 782849 390306
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HOME AND ABROAD : SPICES THAT HEAL
YOUR KITCHEN IS ACTUALLY A FAMILY MEDICINE CABINET
From A for Aniseed to S for Sesame, Murielle Toussaint reviews
all the spices we have in our kitchen giving their history and their
therapeutic properties including how they were used in traditional
medicine and recipes for their use. How to heal mouth ulcers with
basil, nausea with cinnamon, back ache with Cayenne pepper,
conjunctivitis with chervil and coriander, psoriasis with turmeric…
A thousand and one tips, remedies and many recipes enable you to
use the properties of spices to your advantage and transform your
kitchen into a family medicine cabinet.

9782849391112
18 €
16 × 24 cm
224 pages
Collection : Books That Heal
(Livres qui guérissent)
Published in october 2015
Mosaïque
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Murielle Toussaint is a journalist
specialized in health and naturopathy. She
is the author of several works on gluten and
lactose free diets, of a book on phytotherapy
and a guide : Les Points qui guérissent
(pressure points that heal) published in that
same collection.
She has signed several columns in the
Rebelle-Santé magazine over the years one
of which is focused on spices.

N O T E B O O K S

MY HOMEOPATHY NOTEBOOK
HOW TO HEAL WITH A FEW PELLETS ?
A GUIDE TO HOMEOPATHY

9782849391273
9€
16,5 × 24 cm
64 pages color
Paperback book
Collection : « Notebooks »
Published in march 2017

To find a homeopathic solution for any circumstance she
also proposes special “first aid kits” adapted for a number
of cases : “baby”, “holidays”, “sport activities”, “pregnancy”
etc. along with 40 of the most frequent homeopathic
remedies and instructions.

Anne Dufour is a health journalist
specialized in nutrition, essential oils and
homeopathy. For the past five years, she has
been writing the Homeopathy column for
Rebelle-Santé magazine. She has been trained
in homeopathy which she has used since
childhood !
Illustrated by Fasko.

Santé

Pellets or capsules ? C dilution quantities ? How many
tubes ? When do I take them ? Is this helpful for animals ?
Anne Dufour answers all the questions one might ask
about homeopathy and offers plenty of tips and advice on
the remedies that are best adapted to a specific symptom.

Mosaïque
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MY NOTEBOOK FOR ESSENTIAL OIL RECIPES
FOR HOMEMADE ESSENTIAL OIL COSMETICS AND REMEDIES
What if you made your own massage oils, bath oils, and oils to
diffuse ? In this notebook, Sophie Lacoste offers a number of
recipes you can make yourself and improve on according to your
personal tastes.
You have a cough, you are bad-tempered, after meals you feel
sleepy, you have anxieties, dry skin, backaches or headaches…?
Listed by type of ailment or beauty issue, these recipes can help
stop a cold or get rid of some pimples.
9782849391181
9€
16,5 × 24 cm
64 pages color
Paperback book
Collection : « Notebooks »
Published in november 2015

These are however essential oil recipes : dosages must therefore
be strictly and carefully observed since these vegetal extracts are
highly concentrated plants ; they are powerful and efficient but
must be used with great care. This entertaining notebook will
enable you to use their properties to your advantage without
risk !
Very practical thanks to its contents listed by ailment and by
essential oil, you will easily find the recipe you require whether it
is oil for massage or for beauty, a mixture for the bath, an herbal
tea, an inhalation or a mixture for diffusion into the air.
Also some pages have been set aside for you to add your own
recipes, don’t hesitate to scribble into this notebook !

Mosaïque
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Sophie Lacoste, editor-in-chief of Rebelle-Santé magazine, has, for the past 20 years been writing the health column in TV Magazine
(7 million copies, 20 million readers). She is the author of : Les Surprenantes vertus du jeûne (the surprising virtues of fasting), D’ici et d’ailleurs Les aliments qui guérissent (From here and there - Food that can heal), Ma Bible des trucs de santé (My Good Book of health tips)…

MY WITCH’S NOTEBOOK FOR ETERNAL LIFE
SYRUPS, BALMS AND SALVES… FOR YOUR HEALTH
MAKE YOUR OWN MAGICAL POTIONS, OINTMENTS AND NATURAL REMEDIES

Each recipe is explained step by step and you can then create your own by
adding other personal ingredients.
Thanks to this amusing, money-saving notebook you are sure of what your
magical formulas contain, you can test your imagination by creating your
own natural remedies and even make original birthday presents !
A fun yet useful guide written by a wonderful, friendly witch.
Mother of two young girls, Moune began making her own health,
cosmetic and cleaning products the day she decided to go shopping the
least possible. For the past 10 years, she has organized and held workshops
and trained people for the association : L’Atelier éco’naturel. Every week you
can read her column called Fait maison (Homemade) in Rebelle-Santé
magazine. She’s also the author of Mon cahier de gemmothérapie (My
gemmotherapy notebook), published in that same collection. Illustrated
by Nat Sinob.

Mon cahier de Sorcière
Pour devenir irrésistible

Santé

9782849391204
9€
16,5 × 24 cm
64 pages color
Paperback book
Collection : « Notebooks »
Published in february 2016

Have you ever wanted a book of spells ? This is a guide to how to make your
very own mother-tinctures, elixirs, herbal distillates, antiseptic and antiinflammatory salves and ointments to heal cuts, and bruises, protect from
the sun or insects and help appease skin irritations… This first notebook
of a series of witchy recipes will enable you to create your own natural
remedies. The second : Mon cahier de recettes de sorcière pour devenir
irrésistible (my witch’s notebook for becoming irresistible) is centered on
making natural cosmetics.
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MY BIRTHDAY RECIPE NOTEBOOK FOR POLY-ALLERGIC KIDS
HOMEMADE SWEETS, CAKES AND GAMES
100% HYPOALLERGENIC PARTY SNACKS !
Melanie Dugast imagined these recipes because her youngest (3 years old) was poly-allergic and she wished to give
her a wonderful birthday party where she could invite her friends like everybody else and offer them sweets, cakes
and games… all without falling ill by eating gluten and lactose free and avoiding any allergens that cause polyallergies : from sesame to peanuts and eggs.
Teddy bear fruit candies, lollipops, marshmallows, cookies, chocolate fudge, pies, brownies clafoutis and more. She
provides worried parents with a broad variety of teatime recipes for family and friends to enjoy without risking any
allergies or intolerances !

9782849391327
9€
16,5 × 24 cm
64 pages color
Paperback book
Collection : « Notebooks »
Published in may 2017
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Santé

And so that children can play with healthy and natural games, she has adapted easy to make at home recipes using
“authorized” ingredients for poly-allergic children : salt dough, slime, modeling clay so that budding artists can unleash
their creativity !
Mélanie Dugast, author of three
cook books of daily recipes for the
allergic, is the young mother of two
girls whose youngest (three) is polyallergic : the child cannot ingest any
milk products, cereals (gluten), eggs,
nuts or sulfites… All ingredients found
in sweets, cakes, and prepared foods !
Mélanie wanted her daughter to enjoy
the same life as any other child so she
decided to start creating home-made
goodies, inventing delicious recipes
that only use “authorized” ingredients.

p u b l i c at i o n s o f

u Bien manger
sans cuisiner

u L’alimentation
santé : les recettes !

Virginie Parée
160 pages
16 x 24 cm
9782849391228
10 €

Virginie Parée et
Jean-François Séité
288 pages
16 x 24 cm
9782849390948
14,90 €

u Recettes faciles et
gourmandes à l’huile
de coco...
Évelyne
et Didier Le Bail
128 pages
16 x 24 cm
9782849391006
12 €

9 782849 391006

9 782849 390948

T RU T HS CO LLEC T ION)
u Mais pourquoi personne
ne nous le dit ? L’alimentation
santé des ados
Virginie Parée
160 pages
16 x 24 cm
9782849391051
14 €

u Spasmophiles ?
Libérez vos émotions !

u Et si vous manquiez
de vitamine D ?

Dr Jean Dupire
192 pages
16 x 24 cm

Didier Le Bail
400 pages
16 x 24 cm

9782849391075

9782849390481

18 €

20 €

9 782849 391075

9 782849 390481

u Poids : mode
d’emploi, en finir avec
les régimes
amaigrissants

u Quelle contraception
choisir ? Le point sur les
risques et l’efficacité

9782849390733

Dr Sylvain Chédru
256 pages
16 x 24 cm
9782849390795

Fabienne Beguerie
160 pages
16 x 24 cm

14,90 €

14,90 €

u Produits chimiques,
l’overdose :
Et si vous étiez MCS ?
Célestine Delorghon
224 pages
16 x 24 cm

9 782849 390733

9 782849 390795

9782849391129
14 €

Santé

COLLE C T ION VÉRITÉS (O t h e r
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(HEALTH TIPS) de Sophie Lacoste

Les
ALLERGIES,
rhume des foins, eczéma,
asthme…

MAUX DE BOUCHE,
aphtes, gingivite, rage
de dent…

CYSTITES,
calculs, et autres maux
de vessie et de reins…

9782849390191

9782849390245

9782849390351

9 782849 390191

BOURDONNEMENTS et
autres maux d’oreilles
9782849390177

9 782849 390245

DIGESTION DIFFICILE,
aigreurs d’estomac,
constipation…
9782849390269

9 782849 390177

9 782849 390269

JAMBES LOURDES,
varices, hémorroïdes,
ulcères variqueux…
9782849390207
9 782849 390207

MAL DE DOS,
sciatique, lumbago,
torticolis et autres
problèmes de muscles et de
ligaments…
9782849390238
9 782849 390238
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RHUMATISMES
et autres maux
articulaires...

INFECTIONS ORL,
rhumes, angines,
bronchites, grippe…

9782849390184

9782849390252

9 782849 390184

9 782849 390252

9 782849 390351

SURPOIDS,
cellulite, fringales,
rétention d’eau…
9782849390337
9 782849 390337

MÉNOPAUSE,
sans bouffées de
chaleur, insomnie,
irritabilité, prise de
poids…
9782849390320
9 782849 390320

MAUX DE PIEDS ET
DE MAINS, ampoules,
engelures, mycoses,
verrues…
9782849390344
9 782849 390344

MAUX DE PEAU,
psoriasis, eczéma,
acné, couperose…
9782849390511
9 782849 390511

STRESS,
anxiété, déprime,
insomnies, angoisses…
9782849390504
9 782849 390504

GROSSESSE ET
ALLAITEMENT
sans soucis
9782849390702
9 782849 390702

MAUX D’ENFANTS,
poussées dentaires,
rhumes, poux...
9782849390696
9 782849 390696

– COLLECTION GRANDS PRÉCURSEURS –
( GREAT PIONEERS )

u Hydroxyde de magnésium, une panacée à connaître :
le Chlorumagène
Dr Martin du Theil
Préface et annotations de Sophie Lacoste
128 pages		
10 €
12 x 18 cm
9782849391143
u Stress
et sommeil
Sophie Lacoste
128 pages
12 x 18 cm
9782849391044
10 €

u Infections
respiratoires
Sophie Lacoste
128 pages
12 x 18 cm
9782849391013
10 €

u Rhumatismes
et maux de dos
Sophie Lacoste
128 pages
12 x 18 cm
9782849391020
10 €

– COLLECTION GRANDS PRÉCURSEURS –

SOPHIE LACOSTE

Rédactrice en Chef de Rebelle-Santé

PROBLÈMES
CIRCULATOIRES
Les prescriptions
du Docteur Valnet

jambes lourdes
artériosclérose
hémorroïdes
varices
phlébites
couperose
hypertension...
ÉDITIONS
..

MOSAIQUE-SANTÉ

u Problèmes
circulatoires
Sophie Lacoste
128 pages
12 x 18 cm
9782849391099
10 €

Santé

96 pages - 12,5 x 15,5 cm - 6 €
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AUTRES REGARDS SUR LE CANCER
(POINTS OF VIEW ON CANCER)
u Devenir acteur de
sa guérison

u Recettes gourmandes
anti-cancer

Dr J.-L. Mouysset
192 pages
12 x 18 cm

Gabrielle Menzeluk
144 pages
12 x 18 cm

9782849390955

9782849390962

12 €

12 €

9 782849 390955

u Efficacité de
l’Accompagnement
Thérapeutique

u Chimiofolies
Récit d’Anne Matalon
160 pages
12 x 18 cm

Dr J.-L. Mouysset
144 pages
12 x 18 cm

9782849390771

9782849390887
Mosaïque
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Santé

12 €

12 €
9 782849 390887

9 782849 390771

LES LIVRES « QUI GUÉRISSENT »
(BOOKS THAT HEAL)

uVenus d’inde
Les remèdes qui guérissent
Les secrets des grands-mères
indiennes

u D’ici et d’ailleurs :
les menus et les recettes qui guérissent
Anne Dufour et
Laurence Wittner
400 pages couleurs
16 x 24 cm
9782849390276
20 €

Bénédicte Bonnet
et Jean-Christophe Toillon
224 pages
16 x 24 cm
9782849391266

18 €

9 782849 390276

u D’ici et d’ailleurs :
les aliments
qui guérissent
Sophie Lacoste
336 pages couleurs
16 x 24 cm
9782849390160

u Les compléments alimentaires
qui guérissent
Didier Le Bail
312 pages
16 x 24 cm
9782849390924
18 €
Santé

18 €

9 782849 390160

9 782849 390924
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Les cahiers (Notebooks)
u Mon cahier de botanique

u Mon cahier de tisanes

Anne Rihet
96 pages couleurs
21 x 29,7 cm

Sophie Lacoste

9782849390290

96 pages couleurs
16,5 x 24 cm
9782849391136
10 €

10 €
9 782849 390290

u Mon cahier de beauté naturelle
Sophie Lacoste
Illustré par Lisa Pascal
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Santé

96 pages couleurs
21 x 29,7 cm
9782849390719
10 €
9 782849 390719

u Mon cahier de Sorcière
Pour devenir irrésistible
Moune
Illustré par Nat Sinob
64 pages couleurs
16,5 x 24 cm
9782849391211
9€

u Mon cahier pour aller jeûner

u Mon cahier de Lithothérapie

Sophie Lacoste

Murielle Toussaint

64 pages couleurs
16,5 x 24 cm
9782849391198
9€

64 pages
16,5 x 24 cm
9782849391341
9€

u Mon cahier de Gemmothérapie

u Mon cahier de Réflexologie plantaire

Moune
Illustré par Olivia Oudart

Murielle Toussaint

64 pages couleurs
16,5 x 24 cm
9782849391297
9€

64 pages
16,5 x 24 cm
9782849391334
9€
Santé

Illustré par Camille Virolleaud
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